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Find out what’s inside….OUTSIDE. OUTSIDE. OUTSIDE. OUTSIDE. Get out. Get Moxy. 

Why push-ups??? 
The humble push-up may be the best exercise around– cheap, 

portable and versatile… More than a mere exercise, the humble push-up can be 

viewed as nothing less than a metaphor for life itself. Think of it’s motion as mirroring the 

cyclical, up-and-down nature of existence. Often, as in life, you are pushing against your 

own weight, seeking to overcome self-imposed limits. To perform it well, it takes            

backbone– both literally and in terms of fortitude. Push-ups aren’t guaranteed to be easy 

and can be harsh in the pain they inflict. Yet, done well, the exercise offers moments of sublime bliss where mind 

and muscle meld. Like life. Then again, put aside the deep thinking. Push-ups may just be a great workout– certainly 

one for this age of frugality. Such utility, really is the overriding reason such an old-school exercise has endured in this 

era of fancy gym equipment, elaborate cross-training regimens and scientific advancements. What other single 

exercise in a fitness buff’s repertoire involves muscle groups such as the chest, shoulders, back, arms, abdomen, hips 

and legs? And if you perform enough push-ups in a short enough amount of time, it even can provide an aerobic 

workout. All that can be accomplished by putting one’s body in a rigid, plank-like position and raising and lowering 

your weight. Amazing in it’s simplicity. 

 Don’t forget to check this out!!!!! 
We are very excited to announce 

the launching of Moxy’s all new     

and improved website! Stay updated with schedules, class information,             

exercises, healthy recipes and much more. Stayed tuned for exercise videos  

as well as daily clips and photos… Vist us at www.Moxyfitness.com. 

• 6 weeks 
• 6 days/week 
• Three groups of      

varying   fitness levels 
• Pre-camp fitness test  
• Mandatory diet 
• Boot camp manual 
• Boot camp swag 
• Split into two 3-week 

blocks 
• Body fat testing and 

weight/measurements 

• $299 
• 10 different workouts 
              1. Core connection 
              2. Cardio blast 
              3. Upper body & abs 
              4. Cardio 
              5. Lower body and abs 
              6. Plyometrics 
              7. Legs and back  
              8. Upper body plus 
              9. Total body plus 
              10. intervals 

• Yoga mat &  exercise 
bands required (easy and hard) 

Coming soon…. Moxy Boot Camp 2009Moxy Boot Camp 2009Moxy Boot Camp 2009Moxy Boot Camp 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

May 4th — June 13th 
Only 15 spots left…. Don’t miss out!!!!Only 15 spots left…. Don’t miss out!!!!Only 15 spots left…. Don’t miss out!!!!Only 15 spots left…. Don’t miss out!!!!    



Meet Moxy girl Meet Moxy girl Meet Moxy girl Meet Moxy girl Lisa AntonLisa AntonLisa AntonLisa Anton!!! Lisa joined Moxy as one of our youngest members, but proved age does not      !!! Lisa joined Moxy as one of our youngest members, but proved age does not      !!! Lisa joined Moxy as one of our youngest members, but proved age does not      !!! Lisa joined Moxy as one of our youngest members, but proved age does not      
mattermattermattermatter–––– from day one Lisa has proven to be one TOUGH Moxy girl! Determined, strong, and dedicated…         from day one Lisa has proven to be one TOUGH Moxy girl! Determined, strong, and dedicated…         from day one Lisa has proven to be one TOUGH Moxy girl! Determined, strong, and dedicated…         from day one Lisa has proven to be one TOUGH Moxy girl! Determined, strong, and dedicated…        

Just ask anyone who watched Lisa cross the finish line  after 26.2 painful miles!!! She’s got MOXY!!!Just ask anyone who watched Lisa cross the finish line  after 26.2 painful miles!!! She’s got MOXY!!!Just ask anyone who watched Lisa cross the finish line  after 26.2 painful miles!!! She’s got MOXY!!!Just ask anyone who watched Lisa cross the finish line  after 26.2 painful miles!!! She’s got MOXY!!!    

  

   

  

 
Moxy  Girl 

How long have you been a Moxy girl? How long have you been a Moxy girl? How long have you been a Moxy girl? How long have you been a Moxy girl? Almost four 
years (on and off) Favorite Moxy workout? Favorite Moxy workout? Favorite Moxy workout? Favorite Moxy workout? Camp Rich 
circuit and Tallac hikes Biggest weakness? Biggest weakness? Biggest weakness? Biggest weakness? Running    
uphill!!!! Little known Fact? Little known Fact? Little known Fact? Little known Fact? I swam competitively for 
10 years Secret talent? Secret talent? Secret talent? Secret talent? I’m a compulsive organizer! I’m I’m I’m I’m 
most afraid of?most afraid of?most afraid of?most afraid of?    SPIDERS! My friends and family would My friends and family would My friends and family would My friends and family would 
describe me as? describe me as? describe me as? describe me as? Loving, honest, loyal and a little crazy  
at times! Sport of choice? Sport of choice? Sport of choice? Sport of choice? Soccer and swimming. I 
would love to play again! Squat Thrusts or hill repeats? Squat Thrusts or hill repeats? Squat Thrusts or hill repeats? Squat Thrusts or hill repeats? 
Hill repeats are much more fun! Nickname? Nickname? Nickname? Nickname? Lis. When  

I played soccer in high school my dad 
would call me Elly May. I was a bit 
aggressive as a defender. In my next In my next In my next In my next 
lifetime I would love to be?lifetime I would love to be?lifetime I would love to be?lifetime I would love to be?    A water 
ski instructor at Club Med! I love  I love  I love  I love  
being a Moxy girl because...being a Moxy girl because...being a Moxy girl because...being a Moxy girl because...I love 
spending time with strong women. I 
admire women that have muscles and 
know how to use them. I’ve also 
made amazing friends! 

“The first step towards getting somewhere  
is to decide that you are not going to     

stay where you are.” 

    Moxy Spring Trivia!!!! 
Be the first to get all (or most) 

of the Moxy trivia correct and 

win your choice of a Moxy  

coffee mug or beanie! Send 

your response to Melanie at 

Melanie@moxyfitness.com. Good Luck! 

 

1. What was the original name of                 

Moxy Fitness? 

 2. Which Moxy trainer has an obsession       

with SHOES? 

3. How many calories must you burn to     

equal one pound? 

4. Name two exercises that target your glutes? 

5. What are Moxy’s team colors? 

6. Which Moxy trainer is also known  

As “Lu-Lu?” 

7. During our Endurance training, what does 

“LSD” stand for? 

8. During boot camp, absolutely NO white stuff 

is allowed...what’s the “white stuff” refer to? 

9. The Minden Moxy girls hold their indoor 

classes at what gym? 

10. During our cardio days, in order to keep  

the group together we may back track–    

what do we call this? 

11. In her spare time, this Moxy trainer also 

teaches piano….who is she? 

12. On the Moxy website, what    

four exercises are listed for the     

fitness videos? 

Don’t forget your moxy gear this Spring!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coffee Mugs:Coffee Mugs:Coffee Mugs:Coffee Mugs:    Keep your coffee or tea  
warm this spring in your Moxy mug. ($15) 
 
Moxy Tee:  Moxy Tee:  Moxy Tee:  Moxy Tee:  (Black or blue) Show of around 
town in your moxy t-shirt! ($15) 
 
Moxy BeanieMoxy BeanieMoxy BeanieMoxy Beanie: living in the mountains means 
chilly early mornings... Stay warm with 
our new blue moxy beanie! ($15) 
 
** Some sizes are limited, but we do look 
forward to more Moxy gear this season! 

“There are people who will 
always come up with    

reasons why you can't do 
what you want to do.     
IGNORE THEM.” 


